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Putting It All Together
Between the Jumps
Let’s now take a look at how you can incorporate
some of these shoulder suppling exercises into
your jump schooling. Remember, we’re still
thinking that your horse is hollow to the left
with a weaker left hind that pushes diagonally
across his body. This action causes the right
shoulder to “pop” outside the line of travel.
APPROACH AND GETAWAY
Place two poles on the ground on the quarterline
several strides apart. You’re going to focus on
using your dressage exercises both during the
approach and the getaway (recovery) after the
“fences.” Remember that the getaway from the
first jump is actually the approach to the next
jump.
1.Pick up the trot. If you have trouble getting
control over your horse’s shoulders, ride the turn
prior to the first pole in right counter-flexion
so you know you have the horse’s shoulders
between the reins during your approach.
2.You can also circle to the left in trot, and
feel how the shoulders “pop” to the right. Then
approach the pole. As you approach, counterflex your horse to the right, and take your two
arms to the left to move his shoulders left. Be
sure to keep your left leg on the girth so your
horse’s body doesn’t fall to the left when you
move his shoulders in that direction.

6.14 If your horse’s shoulders escaped to
the outside while jumping the ground pole,
counter-flex, and ride shoulder-fore during the
getaway. In this case the rider has counterflexed to the right and moved both her arms
to the left to slide the horse’s shoulders left.

6.15 Approach the next pole in shoulder-fore.
Jump the pole, and make sure your horse is
still in shoulder-fore after the jump. Note that
the rider is keeping the horse flexed to the
right to retain control of his shoulders even
though in left shoulder-fore, he should ideally
be flexed to the left.

3.Go over pole in the trot. If your horse’s
shoulders escaped to the right while jumping,
make the same adjustment of counter-flexing
and sliding the shoulders to the left during the
getaway (fig. 6.14).
4.Approach the next pole in left shoulder-fore.
Jump the fence, and then make sure your horse is
still in left shoulder-fore after the jump (fig. 6.15).
5.When this exercise is easy, try it over small
jumps or raised cavalletti.
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Drifting to One Side
Sometimes you’ll ride a horse whose whole
body drifts sideways during the approach, the
flight, or even the getaway. You might manage
to make it over the first fence of a course, even
though he’s drifting, but the drift will snowball
so that eventually, at the fifth or sixth jump, you
might have a runout.
This drift is a symptom of the same disease that
causes the shoulders to “pop” out. In simple terms,
the horse is crooked, and both hind legs aren’t underneath the body. If his left hind leg is over to the
left, he’ll push diagonally across his body with it,
which will make his body move to the right. On
the other hand, if his right hind is placed to the
right, he’ll push with that leg and drift to the left.
I’m going to show you some fun schooling
exercises to gymnasticize your horse and correct this kind of “body drift.”
THE STAIRCASE
Let’s say your horse drifts to the left because his
right hind leg isn’t underneath him. In a stair-

case pattern, alternate doing a leg-yield for a
few strides with riding straight ahead for a few
strides. Do this in both the walk and the trot
to make your horse obedient both to the aids
that ask him to go sideways as well as the aids
that ask him to go straight ahead. In addition,
with each transition you are making your horse
more supple and rideable.
1.Track to the left off the rail in walk or trot.
2.Flex your horse to the left, then leg-yield
to the right away from your left leg for a few
strides (fig. 6.16 A).
3.Now go straight by closing both calves (fig.
6.16 B).
4.Then leg-yield to the right again, creating a
staircase pattern.
5.Change direction and track to the right. Turn
down the centerline, and leg-yield a couple of
strides toward the track.

A
6.16 A & B Ride a staircase pattern in the trot by alternating leg-yielding for a few strides (A)
with riding straight ahead for a few strides (B). (Note: The rider should sit as upright during the
leg-yields as she does during the straight strides.)
74
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6.Then close both legs and ride straight ahead
for a few strides. Repeat the leg-yield. Then ride
straight ahead again.

to the right. As a result, he pushes diagonally
across his body so that he ends up drifting to
the left.

7.Once you can ride the staircase both away
from the track and toward the track, do the
same thing on the diagonal.

1.Place two ground poles or two low jumps on
the long side of the arena so they are offset and
several strides apart, with one on the quarterline, and one on the rail.

8.You can also do this exercise in the canter—
you just can’t cover as much ground sideways
as you can in the walk and trot.
THE STAIRCASE
BETWEEN THE JUMPS
The horse’s body tends to drift to one side or the
other if he’s pushing diagonally across from a
weaker hind leg. Let’s see how the staircase exercise can help correct this drift when jumping.
Let’s pretend your horse‘s weaker hind leg is
his right hind. He carries his right hind over

2.Go over the first pole, then leg-yield to the
right for a couple of strides to get your horse’s
hind legs underneath his body and prevent the
drift to the left (fig. 6.17 A).
3.Go straight for a couple of strides (fig. 6.17 B),
then leg-yield to the right again until you are lined
up with the center of the second pole (fig. 6.17 C).
4.Ride straight and go over the second pole
(fig. 6.17 D).

A

B

C

D

6.17 A—D This rider is using a subtle leg-yield to the right in the canter to ride a staircase
pattern over the offset ground poles. (Note: The rider should be more upright with her upper body
during the leg-yield.)
© Jane Savoie and Trafalgar Square Books
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5.During the getaway, you can continue the staircase pattern, alternating leg-yielding to the right
for two strides with riding straight for two strides.
The Staircase is very helpful for two reasons:
If your horse is drifting to the left on the approach to the jump, you can interrupt the sideways motion and ask him to go straight ahead.
Since he’s familiar with the leg-yield (sideways)
to straight exercise, it’ll be easier for him to correct the drift and go straight. Also, when you
are tracking left and make a turn too late, and
your horse isn’t headed toward the middle of
the fence—he’s drifting toward the right—you
can leg-yield to the left for a couple of strides to
straighten your approach.

6.18 Ride about 3 feet (1 meter) away from
the fence or wall (on the second track) all
the way around the ring. When your horse
is solidly between your aids, you won’t drift
farther away from the rail or closer to it.

The Wiggly Horse
A “wiggly” horse is hard to turn because he’s
all over the place. It’s challenging to keep him
going forward on a straight line. He “bounces
around,” hitting one of your legs or reins and
then the other. When you try to make a correction, you find that he “ricochets” off your
aids and falls the other way. You end up correcting your correction and then having to
correct that correction. As a result, the horse
is still wiggly and not between the aids.
For this type of horse, make a solid, narrow
corridor or channel with both your legs and
hands. Let your wiggly horse “bounce” from
side to side between your steady, enveloping
76

aids. Don’t make any corrections. Just remain
stable and unchanging until he finally stays
straight between your legs and hands. Imagine you’re standing in a hallway and throw
a ping-pong ball against one wall. Watch it
bounce from wall to wall until it finally settles and rolls straight down the corridor.
SECOND TRACK WORK
FOR THE WIGGLY HORSE
This exercise seems simple, but it’s really very
challenging. And it’ll teach you how to make
a channel with your legs and hands to keep
your wiggly horse between the aids.
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1.Ride in the walk on the second track 3 feet
or 1 meter to the inside of the arena wall or
fence.
2.Stay on this track all the way around the ring.
The reason I say to stay 3 feet (1 meter) away is
because it’s a small enough distance for you to
easily see whether you’re drifting away from the
rail or closer to it. When your horse is solidly
between your aids, he’ll stay exactly the same
distance away from the rail all the way around
(fig. 6.18).
3.Once you can ride on the second track in the
walk, try it in the trot and then in the canter.
4.When you can ride in all three gaits on the second track, make it more difficult by adding upward and downward transitions from gait to gait.
5.Next try transitions within the gait while

staying on the second track, such as lengthenings and shortenings.
6.Now ride on the second track in any gait,
then turn onto a small circle, finishing the circle when you come back to the second track,
where you again ride straight ahead. Horses
tend to drift over to the track in this exercise,
but your outside aids need to prevent this from
happening. Pretend that the second track is
like a balance beam, and you don’t want to fall
off (fig. 6.19).
7.Turn down the quarterline or centerline and
leg-yield over to the second track. When you
reach the second track, interrupt the sideways
motion with your outside aids, close both legs,
and go straight ahead. The momentum of the
sideways motion will “bait” your horse into
falling toward the rail, but your outside aids
will stop him from doing so.

• 6.19
Pretend the second track is a balance
beam, and you don’t want to fall off.
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PART FOUR: CONTACT AND CONNECTION
Imagine This...
Lisa Wheeler was becoming increasingly upset by her results at events. She and her
horse Gandolph always did well in dressage and invariably ended up in the top six.
Then Gandolph would go clean and fast cross-country. This usually moved her up
a few places in the standings.
But the pair’s nemesis was show jumping. Lisa was even starting to get a mental
block about it, which just made things worse because she got tense.
The issue was that Gandolph would jump clean for most of the course even while
progressively falling behind Lisa’s aids. By the time he approached the next-to-last
or last fence, he’d be so behind the aids he’d duck his chin in toward his chest. No
matter how hard Lisa pulled, she couldn’t get the gelding’s head up. This “rolled over
the bit” lack of connection caused the pair to have knockdowns, and Lisa inevitably
saw their standings drop several places.
Lisa wasn’t sure if her horse was tired at the end or if he had already fallen behind
her aids earlier on the course…or if maybe she got too strong with her hands, causing
him to avoid the bit. Whenever it happened, it was like riding a blind horse: Gandolph
couldn’t size up the jump and make a plan, and she couldn’t see a distance.
Lisa worked with a dressage trainer to teach Gandolph to have a better connection
by riding him “up in the bridle” rather than “down on the bit.” One exercise was called
“putting the sheet on the bed.” Lisa learned that if she pulled Gandolph’s head up,
within a couple of strides, he’d duck his chin in again. That was because his hind legs
were still out behind him. First, she had to close her legs to bring her horse’s hind legs
underneath his body. Then, like an ocean wave, she could smoothly lift her hands up
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You will learn:

and forward toward Gandolph’s ears to place the bit “out in front of him.”
Lisa did “dress rehearsals” where she purposely put her horse’s chin on his chest and
then gently closed her legs and “put the sheet on the bed.” Once Gandolph understood
this combination of aids, it was easy for her to make the adjustment on course.
She also began to hold an image in her mind: She pictured “taking the hind legs to the
jump.” This accomplished two things: First, she was able to maintain an uphill balance
because she “rode Gandolph’s hind legs” to the base of the jump rather than trying to hold
the horse off the jump with her hands, which just put him on the forehand. Second, she
rode forward to the jump.
Many jumper riders struggle to make their horses round. If making your
horse “round” (putting him “on the bit”) so he’s more athletic while
jumping is challenging, you need to know:
• How to establish a firm, consistent, elastic, and symmetrical contact
with his mouth.
• The prerequisites for putting him on the bit.
• The combination of aids that connect him.
• How to reestablish contact if he comes behind the bit.
• How to send him forward through his body.
• What to do if he falls on his inside shoulder or loses his bend.
• How to test to see if he’s honestly connected from back to front.
• Lots of different exercises to help him understand connection.
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Chapter

PART FOUR | CHAPTER 7: CONTACT

Contact

B

efore you can ask your horse to be connected, otherwise known as “on the bit” or
“round,” you have to offer him an inviting, sympathetic contact. Otherwise, it’s
not fair to ask him to step into your hand. When your contact is unforgiving or
inconsistent, the kind horse will either invert and carry his neck up in the air or roll over
the bit, bringing his chin in toward his chest to avoid contact. A nervous or challenging
horse might even back up or rear to avoid the contact with a punishing hand.

The Qualities of a Good Contact
The qualities that make up an inviting, sympathetic contact—the kind of contact that
encourages your horse to step toward your
hand so he can be connected, round, and on
the bit—include the following, each of which I
examine further in the pages ahead:
• Firm.
• Consistent.
• Elastic.
• Symmetrical.
• One bearing on the rein.
• Straight line from the bit to the rider’s
elbow.
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FIRM
Many riders confuse “bad lightness” with
“good lightness.” They think their horses
should always be light in the hand. But correct
lightness comes from collection, and before
you can ask your horse to collect, he has to be
connected. As you’ll learn in chapter 13, when
a horse is connected, his round topline feels
like a strung bow (see p. 91). Energy comes
from the hindquarters and travels over his
back, through his neck, and into your hands
so it can be recycled back to the horse’s hind
legs. You should actually “feel his hind legs
in your hands”—about 1 pound in the reins.
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7.1 Keep a consistent straight line from bit to hand to elbow and even contact with your horse’s
mouth. When the contact gets loose like it is here, you’ll give your horse a little jerk in the mouth
when you reestablish the contact again.

Remember: Your horse must be correctly
“heavy” through connection before he can become correctly light through collection.
CONSISTENT
The rein contact with your horse’s mouth
needs to be consistent. It shouldn’t get loose
and then tight again. Pretend your fingers are
wrapped securely around the rings of his bit.
Your horse won’t mind when the contact
gets loose. But when the reins tighten again,
you’ll give him a little jerk in the mouth.
Those jerks discourage him from stepping
into your hand, and he might try to avoid
them by coming above the bit or curling behind it (fig. 7.1).

ELASTIC
When you think of the word elastic, think of
your elbows. Depending on which gait you’re
in, your elbows have to move to accommodate your horse’s movement and your own. If
you “lock” them in one position, you won’t
be able to keep the consistent contact we just
talked about.
In the walk and canter, your horse naturally
moves his neck forward and backward. Your
elbows need to open and close like you’re
rowing a boat so you allow him to use his
neck in this way. When you’re only a little
elastic, he’ll shorten his strides. If you lock
your elbows, he can’t go forward easily—in
the walk, he’ll slow down or stop while in the
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canter, he might break to the trot. You might
think he’s just being lazy, but the problem is
actually your stiff elbows don’t allow him to
go forward. It’s like if you were driving a car
and stepping on the gas while the emergency
brake was on.
If you’re having problems visualizing this elbow action, sit on your horse at the halt, then
get up in a two-point position. Pretend you’re
Triple Crown winning jockey Mike Smith on
Justify, galloping down the racetrack (figs. 7.2
A & B). Your arms move forward and back
as you encourage Justify to increase his pace
down the homestretch. It almost looks like
you’re pushing his neck forward, and forward
again, and forward again with every stride.
We’ve established that your horse moves
his neck forward and back in the walk and
the canter, and that your elastic contact has

to allow for that movement. In the trot, your
horse’s neck is steady; however, in rising trot,
you move. Allow for the up and down motion of your body so the contact can stay
consistent. Do this by opening your elbows
like a hinge. To learn the feeling of this action of the elbows, at the halt, stand in your
irons as if you’re posting, but keep your pinky
fingers touching the horse’s neck. Now post
at the halt, and as you do, focus on keeping
your pinky fingers in contact with the horse’s
neck. Notice how your elbows move when you
do this. Try it in the rising trot, and imagine
that as you go “up,” you’re pushing your horse’s
mane “down” into his neck like you’re washing
clothes on an old-fashioned washboard. As you
go up, push the “clothes” down the washboard.
You can create this muscle memory without putting a lot of extra miles on your horse.

A
7.2 A & B To learn the feeling of elastic elbows in the walk and canter, get up in a two-point
position, and pretend you’re a jockey galloping down the homestretch. Focus on how your
elbows move when you have “jockey arms.”
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